Randall Arthur, Spider Web, Passerby, Two Hidden Heads
Alexandre Banford, Red White and Blue
Jean Marc Bara, Over The Wire, Looking Up, Sidewalk Trash, Passing Ships, A Perfect Sunset Frame, The Gondalier
Ralph Baskin, McClure Pass, Aspens in the Pass
Alan Berkson, Thank You
William Besgen III, Outlook, Match
Bella Bohnsack, Lucie, Aniyah, Untitled (4), Ocean
Cali Brannan, Sunset Surf, Morning on the Saltpan, Bliss
Tom Brenner, Approach
Joanna Bridges, Venus and Moon Rising Over the Atlantic
Miggs Burroughs, Yellow Shirt
Lynne Byrne, Port Hole, Water Droplets/Up
Susan Cannarella, Portrait of a Dog and Her Man, Bus Stop Reflections, Boys Will Be...
Cheefai Chow, 100 Long Lives
Alan Cohen, Pier Pressure
Stephanie Conti, Memories 2
Anna DeMakes, Flaming Shoes
Alexandria Donovan, MAC Barcelona
Sophia Doshi, Danger Zone
Pat Duncan, A Leaf Alone
Lewis Fink, Out of the Night that Covers Me
Jessica Franco, The Gardening Hose
William Frucht, Brooklyn Bridge Park, Bosworth Street Providence RI
Hank Gans, Manhattan Sunrise, San Gimignano Sunrise, Pommard Water Lilies, Schooner Dawn
Delfina Gomez, Peek
Jonathan Gordon, Hudson Yards Vessel, Coneflower, Snow Goose Migration Chaos
Bill Gore, Stripes Foreverer
Matthew Gray, Grain Silo in Winter, Ithaca Falls
Jason Griska, Bodie Ghost Town 37 Chevy, Full Moon Oregon, Temple of the Moon
Barry Guthertz, Lilypads in Autumn, Double Lotus White
Mary Harold, BLINK Prohibition
David Hurwitt, Watching
Marcy Juran, Sara and the Apple

David Kaplan, Between Rides, Respect, Autumn Floating By
Jeffrey Kellner, Kiss, Laborer
Emily Kelting, Lost in Thought, Venerating Beauty
Lisa Keuker, Overcast Stiations
Tom Kretsch, A Walk In The Rain, Japanese Bride
Steve Labkoff, She Lights the Way, The Wind Beneath My Wings
Ronald Lake, Namibia Dune 2, Namibia Elephant Tough
Lisa Laible, market nap
Andrew Lerman, Hunters Head Dawn, Cades Cove
Sparks Lane, Bandon Beach Sunset
Elaine Lloyd, I Only Have Eyes For You
Martie Mackay, Hats
Fruma Markowitz, Winters Journey no. 1
Michelle Mercede, Motion Blur 2
Sile Merrinan, Let It All Go
Arthur Nager, Blue Man Watching
Karen Neems, Orange Windows
Tim Nighswander, Tulip 90
Michael O’Hara, Who You Lookin At, Boats, Dustin, Water Nymph
Jennie Olmstead, Dress Code
John Owen, Semipalmated Plover Foraging, Gotcha, Common Terns For Me
William Owens, Progression
Jennifer Prat, Lower Yellowstone River Falls, Grand Prismatic Springs
Gregory Presley, Enjoying the Moment, Mermaid Queen
Barbara Ringer, Shoulder
Judith Secco, Solidude
Jeanna Shepard, Harvest Moon, Soul Circle
Olaf Soot, Wind
James Stasiak, Shady Stages
Paige Stein, Insecurities, 4 O’Clock Shadow
Sergio Villaschi, Trees in Snow, Kaki
Caren Winnall, Tank, Teatime, Face Down
Agnes Wunk, Afternoon Breeze